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We have come at last to the collective realization that, in
Russell Train's words, "land is our most valuable resource." The
uses man makes of land determine the organization and quality of
the settled environment in which he lives and the character of the
natural environment which he protects.
Like all valuable and finite resources, land should properly be
the subject of intense public concern and its uses the subject of
close public scrutiny. We are beginning to recognize that the
public interest in land use extends beyond policies appropriate to
municipal levels of government and must find expression in policies
enunciated at state and national levels.
For no field of government
regulation illustrates more forcefully than land use controls that
the public interest served by regulations is wholly a function of
the size and character of the particular public embraced by the
regulatory jurisdiction. The public interest of a small rural
community may be slightly, substantially or entirely at variance
with the public interest of the urbanizing state in which it is
located.
Nor is the public interest of the state always consistent
with the national interest.
In view of the fundamental state and national interests in land
use, it is anomalous that land use policy and controls in the
United States have generally been the exclusive province of local
government. While a number of the shortcomings of traditional
zoning ordinances have been so egregious that reform was sometimes
possible at local levels of government, others will undoubtedly
require state or even Federal remedial action.
A summary of selected shortcomings may be useful by way of background.
1.

Traditional Controls by Tract
Zoning, as the name implies, was conceived as a means of
The shopkeepers
isolating varied uses of land in discreet tracts.
of New York City who lobbied through the nation's first zoning
ordinance in 1916 feared the effect of neighboring industrial
uses on their custom and land values.
Zoning serves the important
public interest of separating conflicting or antagonistic uses
of land. What we have not always recognized, however, is that
uses are not incompatible merely because they are different.
A residential neighborhood gains character as well as convenience
from the presence of commercial uses.
Centers of activity

-2characterized by mixed uses of land (e.g. residential,
commercial, religious, recreational and municipal) bring
cohesion and identity to a neighborhood. Some planners now
advocate the sprinkling at neighborhood scale of primary
job-producing uses as well, elevating each neighborhood to the
status of a miniature community. We have learned that the
quality of urban design evidenced in neighboring structures
and landscaping is a more significant influence upon environmental character and property value than the uses of neighboring land.
Within the residential zoning categories of a traditional
ordinance, restrictions on lot size have frequently operated
to separate dwellings as well as land uses. Under such an
ordinance developers had little choice but to proliferate
construction of detached units, feeding what Kenneth Schneider
calls the "tyrrany of minispaces." There was no opportunity
to combine structural mass and liberate related open
space
from fragmentation. Nor was there an opportunity to combine
varying types of residential construction at the neighborhood
scale to achieve greater architectural interest.
The worst feature of traditional controls, however, has been
their application to segregate, not activities or dwellings,
but people. Zoning became a device to screen out undesirable
residents, assuring the homogeneity of the neighborhood or
community. Controls of land use were thus transformed into
controls of land users, feeding still another tyranny of our
times: exclusionary values.

.

A city council which suddenly rezones for open space and park
use the proposed site of a low-income housing project expected
to introduce blacks into a white neighborhood may be acting in
what it takes to be the public interest of its constituency.
See Kennedy Park Homes Association Inc. v. City of Lackawanna
108
(2d
Cir.
(197) 436 F. 2d.
1256
.
Ct
. S
1970),
91
cert.
deni,
But state as well as federal courts have discerned a higher
public interest in preventing the discriminatory application of
land use controls. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has gone
so far as to strike down as unconstitutional lot size requirements
of two and three acres as an unreasonable restriction on growth.
The court held that compelling people to live elsewhere was not
a decision that the "township should alone be able to make."
Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders Inc., 439 Pa. 466, 268 A. 2d 765,
768-69 (1970).
Some states, however, have explicitly abdicated review of
exclusionary practices. The state constitution of California
requires the approval of low-income public housing projects by
local referendum. The United States Supreme Court has upheld

-3(5 to 3) the referendum requirement, at least when directed
against the income rather than the racial status of potential
residents.
James v Valtierra, 28 L, Ed. 2d 678 (1971).
In
this one respect, the national interest has not been found to
require that local exclusionary practices invited by state
constitutional provisions be overturned.
It is evident, however, that state and federal interests in the
review of local exclusionary practices could be served with
greater certainty and uniformity by executive rather than judicial
action.
A final shortcoming of traditional zoning ordinances has been
the imposition of procedural obstacles to large-scale development.
The uncertainty of zoning approvals for future stages of development and the recurrent obstacle course of filings and public
hearings for each successive tract have added significant risks
and burdens to the already risky and burdensome undertaking of
The front-end investment in
community-scale land development.
land and infrastructure for such development yields no returns
in early years.
To the ordinary business uncertainty of returns
in future years, most developers have been unwilling to add the
whim of local zoning authorities.
2.

Controls at the Community Scale
The early 1960's saw the addition to many zoning ordinances
of a special category for planned unit development, under
which general restrictions on lot size were replaced by restrictions on gross densities within areas identified in a specific
approved plan.
In 1965 Howard County, Maryland, added to its zoning ordinance
a provision for "New Town Districts."
Under this ordinance a
New Town District is created upon approval by the County
Commissioners of a conceptual plan for a community of at least
20,000 people with a full range of specified land uses in
Gross densities within the total
specified proportions.
and
within
community
specified residential categories are
The entire District may be rezoned at the outset
restricted.
or in phases of 2,500 acres each.
Zoning is prefected by
with the conceptual
of
site
consistent
approval
subsequent
plans
A
is
on
the
conceptual
plan
public hearing
required
plan.
but not on site plans unless a specified degree of variation
from the conceptual plan is requested.
Planned community zoning permits compatible land uses to be
mixed, net densities to be concentrated, open space to be
It provides the developer
unified and residency to be open.
with reasonable assurance that the community may be developed
under his plan in future years without delay in zoning approvals.
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With a stroke, Howard County swept away many of the shortcomings
of traditional
devlopmnt
land
zoning-for
least
at
A framework was provided for the orderly accommodation
scale.
of regional growth.
The influence of Columbia, Howard County's
new town, has been felt throughout the Baltimore-Washington
corridor.
The Howard County experience is a rare instance of zoning
reform with regional significance initiated and effected by
enlightened local government. Since land use controls facilitating large-scale balanced development are of obvious importance
in the formulation and implementation of growth policies at
the state and federal levels, it is easy to conclude that
state and federal governments should not rely for reform
entirely upon local government, enlightened or otherwise. While
today most state and federal governments play no role in controling land use, a basic reassessment of responsibilities is underway
in Congress and across the country.
Drastic changes are anticiin
the
near
future.
pated

3.

Controls at the Regional Scale
One alternative for state involvement in land use controls has
been detailed in the American Law Institute's Model Land
The Code would establish
Development Code (Tentative Draft #3).
a State Land Planning Agency with the responsibility of
formulating standards for development having regional significance.
All applications, however, would initially be acted upon by a
Land Development Agency at the local government level. Hearings
would be conducted by the local Agency at which the State Land
Planning Agency would be represented.
Appeals from the local
be
taken
decision could
to a State Land Adjudicatory Board by
any party to the proceedings, including the State Land Planning
Agency.

and

for,

While the ALl proposal leaves initial decision-making at
standr
stae
both
provide
would
it
lev,
loca
the
state review of, local decisions with broader-than-local impact.
Decisions subject to appeal would be determined by (1) location
of development in relation to highway interchanges, airports or
other public facilities offering regional services or in
relation to "historical, natural or environmental resources" of
state or regional benefit derived from
regional importance; (2)
The State
the development: or (3) size of the development.
Land Planning Agency would have broad rule-making powers to
expand or contract state jurisdiction over land-use controls
within this statutory framework.
The ALl proposal has little precedent in the United States.
Massachusetts and New York have requirements that local land
development regulations take account of regional needs; Maine
and Vermont have imposed state controls on large-scale development; and Colorado and New Jersey have enacted legislation
establishing areas of "critical State or regional concern."

-5 The Massachusetts law establishes a review procedure somewhat
similar to that proposed in the Model Code, but none of these
laws provides the comprehensive regulatory framework offered
by the Model Code.
A exrcis second the obvious
is
alternative
action
stae
for
of full state controls over land use. The equally obvious
objection is that many matters of exclusively local concern
might better be resolved at the local level. Only in Puerto
Rico am I aware of a fully centralized state (or commonwealth)
system of land use controls. It is doubtful that state
whatever
legislatures would find such a system acceptable,
the showing of need.
A third alternative is my own personal choice, combining the
first two alternatives in a two-tier system.
Zoning responsibilities would be divided into coarse controls and fine controls.
A state planning agency would have responsibility for decisions
involving coarse zoning; local plannng agencies would have
responsibility for fine zoning.
Using criteria approved by the Federal government and developed
with federal financial assistance, the state agency would divide
all land within its jurisdiction into three categories: urban,
rural and reserve.
The reserve category would comprise ecolosensitive
land
to be permanently withheld from developgically
ment. Only agricultural uses would be permitted for land in
the rural category.
All other uses would be permitted for
land in the urban category, determined by local agencies under
state standards and subject to state review as in the proposed
Model Code.
State classifications would be revised annually,
or more frequently on a showing of special need by a local
agency, and would be subject to federal review.
The only precedent for coarse zoning at the state level is the
Hawaiian experience.
More research and analysis is needed
concerning the system's advantages and drawbacks than is
currently available.
.

Land Assembly in Lieu of Controls
State and local governments have still another option in
rationalizing land use patterns: public land assembly as
an alternative to statutory or regulatory controls.
Since
land is such a vital resource, some experts have recommended
that public management be substituted for public controls.
The theory of land assembly in advance of development is
attractive. The exorbitant profits of private land speculation
would be turned to public benefit, financing additional
Government,
public acquisition of land in advance of need.
through land ownership, would exercise much more effective

-6control over the quality, location and pace of future urbanization in the furtherance of growth policies than could be
possible through zoning, subdivision regulations and building
codes.
In practice, public land assembly has apparently worked well
in such countries as Sweden with a tradition of extensive
public-sector activities and services matched by unusually
Municipalities in Sweden
high levels of revenue collection.
establish
and
maintain
land acquisition
are encouraged to
for
at
least
ten
schedules projecting
years the acreage
for
and
Not all land to
redevelopment.
required
development
need
be
but
sufficient
be developed
public ownership
acquired,
is sought to control the timing of development and "to avoid
the risk of having it directed by different landowners."
Kommunal Markpolitik (National Housing Board of Sweden, 1969)

Negotiated purchase is the preferred and most frequent method
of acquisition but municipalities have power to "preempt"
any parcels offered for sale and may also resort to condemnaLoans on favorable terms are available from
tion if necessary.
the central government to assist municipalities in acquiring
land for community development.
Swedish municipalities are encouraged to dispose of land
The
through long-term leases rather than conveyances in fee.
land
is
to
reserve
apprecialeasehold system
long-term
designed
tion for community benefit and to facilitate future redevelopment.
Minimum terms are an initial 60 years with automatic renewal
for subsequent periods of 40 years in the absence of notice of
In order to terminate, the municipality must
termination.
demonstrate a need for land use modification, but leaseholds
are also subject to condemnation rules.
Significantly, annual
of 10 or more
at
intervals
ground rents are renegotiable only
to
are
available
Loans from the central government
years.
interests.
finance municipal disposition of leasehold
The British new towns, like Swedish new towns, have been
Since new towns are,
developed on publicly assembled land.
Britain's
"most substantial
in the words of one planner, among
around
has
had
wide
influence
exports," the new town concept
with
the
potential
the world in acquainting governments
Charles Abrams reported (in
benefits of public land assembly.
that at a
the September 1965 issue of Scientific American
under
U.N. sponsor1964 international meeting of city planners
ship every delegate endorsed the British public ownership
policy for new town development except the United States delegate
who was then "promptly denounced by Soviet delegates as a
spokesman of capitalism."
It is essential, of course, to analyze the promise of public
land assembly on its merits, within our own political and
In fact we
economic system, but free of ideological labels.
we
have
are already engaged in much more than analysis:

-7undertaken direct experimentation in public land assembly for
The New York State Urban Development
community development.
Corporation has acquired land for three new towns and countless
smaller projects.
It is significant that the UDC has power
to disregard local zoning and other regulations.
It also has
eminent domain powers though all land to date has been acquired
In one project bearing what some will consider
by negotiation.
the appropriate name of Welfare Island, the land is held under
long-term lease from the City of New York, and leasehold interests
will be conveyed to the ultimate users.
The New York experience indicates that public land assembly
is entirely consistent with our system of free enterprise.
Private developers and builders, involved in all UDC projects,
have found risks reduced and construction spurred through land
acquisition and planning of the state agency. No complaints
from landowners have been heard as to the fairness of land
Urban planners and architects are pleased with the
prices.
standards imposed by the UDC as well as the
professional
high
call
on
their services.
increasing
In 1970 Congress enacted landmark legislation making Federal
guarantee assistance available to state and local government
agencies to finance land acquisition and improvements for
approved new communities.
Legislation creating a state
for
new
town
land
capability
acquisition and development has
been introduced or is being drafted in most of the urbanizing
states primarily as a result of the new federal incentives
and the UDC experience.
Of course public land assembly for new communities is a
severely limited form of the landbank concept because new
communities are expected to accommodate only 10 to 20 percent
of the nation's population growth over the next 30 years and
the incidence of public sponsorship of new community development during this period is still unclear.
In the field of
influence
over
land
use,
however,
new
towns offer the
public
same prospect for experimentation as in the many other fields
where urban problems demand innovative solutions.
It should be noted that housing legislation now before the
Congress would authorize "state and metropolitan development
agencies" to receive federal guarantee assistance for "development activities" approved by HUD, which would obviously include
land acquisition for development unrelated to new communities.
The survival of this provision will probably depend on failure
of the numerous Congressional opponents of landbanking to
recognize the potentially broad impact such agencies could
exercise in governance of land use through direct ownership.
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at the 1964 U.N. conference spoke out against public land
assembly. I hope we still deserve to be denounced as unregenerate "spokesmen of capitalism," but we may be more effective
spokesmen if only because we can now speak from broader experience.
5.

The Federal Role
After a discussion of the difficult choices facing state and
local governments in their search for the most appropriate
role to play in the control or management of land use, it is
a relief to turn to the federal role.
Almost everyone agrees
that the Federal government should neither control or manage
but should rather prod, inspire and finance the states and
Furthermore discussion of appropriate federal
municipalities.
action has been generously informed, if not preempted, by the
superb legislation on national land use policy proposed by the
Nixon Administration.
Lest my praise be regarded as isolated chauvinism on the part
of an Administration servant, let me, by way of parenthesis,
quote Richard Babcock, the preeminent legal authority on land
use controls:
"As a card-carrying Democrat, I state categorically
that no administration since World War II has made such a farreaching and sensitive legislative proposal to encourage the
restructure of the institutional system for public regulation
of our wasting and wasted resource of land as is reflected" in
the Administration Bill.
(Hearings before the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs United States Senate
92nd Congress
First Session on S.632 and S.992 Part 2, p. 392.5
The Bill would fund with 50 percent grants two years of state
development of land use control programs and state management
of the programs thereafter.
In order to qualify for management
the
state
would
be required to provide for:
grants,
programs
the identification of areas of "critical environmental
(1)
concern," including coastal zones and estuaries, shorelands
and floodplains, rare or valuable ecosystems and scenic
or historic areas;
(2)
the identification of areas impacted by public
facilities inducing regional urbanization, including major
airports, highway interchanges and major recreational
lands and facilities;
(3)
both

state regulation of land use in areas qualifying for
categories;

-9state assurance that development and land use
()
"for which there is a demonstrable need affecting the
interests of constituents of more than one local government which outweighs the benefits of any applicable
restrictive or exclusionary local regulations" will not
be restricted or excluded by such regulations;
a policy for influencing the location of new
(5)
and controling surrounding land use;

communities

(6)

regulation of large-scale development with regional
impact on the environment; and
(7)
regulation pertaining to all the above areas and
activities assuring compliance with applicable air, water,
noise or other pollution standards.
Techniques of state regulation may include:
state establishment of standards subject to review
(a)
and enforcement of local compliance in the courts;
state administrative review of local regulations and
(b)
compliance "with full powers to approve or disapprove;" and
(c)

"direct state land use planning and regulation."

These techniques may be used singly or in combination, and are
not apparently intended to exhaust the acceptable forms of
state action.
Commenting on the absence of any reference to
public land assembly, Russell Train, Chairman of the Council
on Environmental Quality, indicated that a state regulatory
agency would not normally exercise eminent domain powers but
that other state agencies "supported by other Federal programs"
could continue "to acquire land in the public interest." (Id.
Part 1, p.103.)
This legislation would establish the principle that
ecologically
sensitive areas, areas of publicly induced urbanization, new
communities and other large-scale development must be made
It
subject to a state-devised system of land-use regulation.
would also establish the principle that local exclusionary
practices in the administration of land use controls, however
consonant with local public interest, must not be permitted
to frustrate development or land use in the public interest
These are
of the larger state or national constituency.
fundamental principles which should long ago have commanded
the attention of state governments, and in my opinion the
legislation should not only provide incentives for appropriate
state action but also penalties for failure to act.

- 10 The Administration Bill recognizes that land use controls
serve a complex mix of ecological, economic and social
purposes and that the uses we make of land are central to
policies of state and national scope concerning environmental
quality, urban growth and equal opportunity.
Following the years of traditional land use controls by
tract and in the light of the recent promising introduction
of flexible controls at the community scale, it will be
exciting to witness the operation of a federal initiative
inviting controls at the regional scale for land use of
There are many
significance to state or national purposes.
publics each with many interests in the outcome.

